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Our youth mentors are from a range of BAME backgrounds, trained 

to create safe spaces to reflect, explore, reframe and develop.

Reduce exclusions
Improve attendance  

Improve the aspirations and protective factors of BAME and Looked After Children    

Offer additional support to students on EHC Plans    

Prevent risky behaviours, criminal and sexual exploitation
Prevent NEET post 16  

Accredited and CPD training in Youth Mentoring 
Online After School Club delivering industry-related project-based learning opportunities
Private tuition for young people with SEND and at risk of school exclusion

Dear Colleague, 

We have trained and equipped over 12 experienced youth mentors who are experts in supporting
young people's learning and progression. 

Our 1:1 and group mentoring model follows a solution-focused, evidenced-based framework, using an
extensive mentoring toolkit, equipping our mentors in delivering high-quality mentoring that gives
young people a safe space to reflect, explore, reframe and develop the qualities and soft skills required
to access learning and achievement. 

With a proven track record of delivering mentoring and youth engagement programmes for Hackney,

Greenwich, and Thurrock local authorities, we pride ourselves in offering excellent services that make a

direct impact in young peoples lives.   

Recruited and trained in accordance with our Safer Recruitment and Safeguarding policies we are here

to offer additional support to;  

  

We also offer; 

To book your consultation visit our website www.thementoringlab.co.uk or call 02081588500 to speak
to our CEO.

Elaine Isadora Thomas
Founder CEO
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We follow a structured outcomes-focused, evidenced

based framework. We use an extensive mentoring toolkit

that equips our mentors in creating safe spaces where

young people can reflect, explore, reframe and develop

the qualities and soft skills required to  achieve.

Founded on physiological and

sociological theories, our evidence-

based mentoring supports both

academic and personal

progression.

We follow a structured outcomes-focused, evidenced based framework. We use an extensive

mentoring toolkit that equips our mentors in creating safe spaces where young people can

reflect, explore, reframe and develop the qualities and soft skills required to  achieve.

WHO WE ARE
A Black led youth mentoring service
delivering outcomes-focussed mentoring
programmes that provide safe spaces for
young people to reflect, explore, reframe
and they develop the tools to succeed.
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Peer Mentor
Trained to empower youth voice, improve

behaviour and aspirations with peer mentoring. 

Chiemeka

YOUTH MENTORS

Elaine

Youth Career Guidance Expert 
Delivers transformative career guidance for

marginalised youth.  

Hard to Reach and Gang Expert
Professional footballer, personal trainer and 

expert in the raising aspirations of at risk youth.

Vrinda Luke

Study Coach
Expert in developing independent study

tecniques amongst the hardest to reach.

Hard to Reach and Gang Expert 
Jiu Jitsu expert. Explores life principles and

post 16 options to prevent risky behaviour.

Therapeutic Sports Mentor 
Uses sports and art to support mentees in

developing tools and resilience.

Mirela

Creative Art Progression Mentor 
Uses creativity to engage and support

academic and personal progression.

Scott

Therapeutic  Mentor 
Uses music and art to support mentees in

developing tools and resilience.

Rukhsana

SEND Expert
Supports the learning and progression of 

young people with special educational needs.

MEET OUR

Maxwell

Hard to Reach and Gang Expert
Recording artist with songs in Hollywood

movies, supporting most at risk youth.  

Sumaiya

Study Coach
Expert in developing independent study

tecniques amongst the hardest to reach.
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Hard to Reach and Gang Expert
Recording artist supporting most at risk

youth in rasiing aspirations. 
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Mentee receives weekly mentoring sessions

Mentor delivers session guided by the Mentoring Tool Kit

Mentor planning, writing of sessions notes and debriefing with TML

Safeguarding issues escalated to client DSL

Mentor attends fortnightly supervision with Lead Mentor

Mentee welcomed to access free youth participation opportunities
 
Mentor attends continued professional development / training

The Mentoring Lab scheduled monitoring and feedback visit

You've decided to book a mentor. What happens next?
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The Process

WHO WE ARE
A Black led youth mentoring service
delivering outcomes-focussed mentoring
programmes that provide safe spaces for
young people to reflect, explore, reframe
and they develop the tools to succeed.

Initial meeting with the young person 

Mentoring relationship ends

Final review and feedback 

Mentee is matched with mentor  

Mentoring relationship begins

Mentoring Journey Final Report handed to Client

https://youtu.be/CAlFzK-GENc
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COST OF SERVICE

OUR RATES

At Risk Mentoring*

 HALF DAY

Therapeutic Mentoring*

In-School Mentoring Hub**

African Caribbean Club**

£57            £220         £350

DAILY

RATE

Progression Mentoring

Outcomes focused with career guidance. Strengths and asset
based. Aims to improve protective factors and lifestyle choices. 

AT RISK MENTORING

THERAPEUTIC MENTORING A reflective space to explore, reframe and make progression in 

overcoming barriers to progression and learning.

PROGRESSION MENTORING
Supports behaviour management, attitude to learning and
relationships. Strengths-based. Explores post 16 options and careers.

IN SCHOOL MENTORING HUB 
An engaging therapeutic mentoring programme embedding with
project-based learning activities. An innovative trauma-informed
approach to reducing persistent exclusions.

AFRICAN AND CARIBBEAN 
AFTER SCHOOL CLUB

A group mentoring approach to exploring and addressing topics,

relevant to students african and caribbean experience.

Estimated costs. Minimum of 3 referrals per booking

BLACK BOYS CAN MENTORING

Black Boys Can Mentoring

Culturally competent progression and career mentoring. Aims to
enhance personal networks, protective factors and lifestyle choices. 

Displayed cost includes maximum 1 hour planning and supervision per session, ongoing training for each mentor,
mentoring workbook and resources, and end of relationship report. *Includes mid-week call to each mentee.

**African and Caribbean Club, includes two mentors Some informal learning activities such as street fashion design
or creative money-making may incur additional costs. Locations outside of the M25 incur 48p per mile or associated
travel expenses.

HOUR

£65            £250         £450

£100          £400         £800

£52            £200         £330

£57            £220         £350

£100          £400            -

WHO WE ARE
A Black led youth mentoring service
delivering outcomes-focussed mentoring
programmes that provide safe spaces for
young people to reflect, explore, reframe
and they develop the tools to succeed.
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Hackney Council
Opendoor Services (Thurrock)
Beaumont School 
Mentees

Recommendation

WHO WE ARE
A Black led youth mentoring service
delivering outcomes-focussed mentoring
programmes that provide safe spaces for
young people to reflect, explore, reframe
and they develop the tools to succeed.
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